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    Abstract- Model predictive control (MPC) is a popular control 

technique to regulate multiphase electric drives (ED). Despite the 

well-known advantages of MPC, it is sensitive to parameter 

detuning and lacks the capability to eliminate steady-state errors. 

The appearance of an offset between the reference and measured 

currents can significantly jeopardize the performance of the electric 

drive. This work suggests the use of a memory-based model 

predictive control (MB-MPC) that activates a compensation term 

when the parameter mismatch is detected. The suggested MB-MPC 

is universal for any multiphase machine if spatial harmonics are 

neglected since the proposed method does not consider any of the 

secondary x-y planes. Experimental results in two different rigs 

with six- and nine-phase induction motors prove this universality as 

well as its capability to eliminate current and speed offsets. 

Keywords: Model predictive control, multiphase electric drives, 

parameter mismatch compensation. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Variables 
m Number of three-phase windings 
S Switching state 
v Stator voltage  

[ ]X Vector of state variables 

[ ]U Vector of inputs of the state space 

[ ],[ ]A B Matrices of coefficients of state space 

i Current 

U Voltage 

 Flux  

J Cost function 
e Error between the reference and predicted current 

k Weighting factor of the cost function 

[ ] Vector of compensation in prediction stage 

N Number of cycles recorded by the memory stage 

 Rotor flux angle

m Mechanical speed 

Subscripts 

ij Phase ij of the machine 

k Current sampling period 

1k −  Last sampling period 

1k +  Next sampling period 

 − Alpha and beta components 

x y− Secondary components 

ph Phase value 

Superscripts  
* Reference value

^ Predicted value

s Stator component 

r Rotor component 

I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of multiphase electric drives (EDs), modern 

regulation techniques such as model predictive control (MPC) 

are recently becoming attractive for industrial 

applications [1]-[3]. The first attempt to regulate a multiphase 

electric machine with MPC dates back to 2009 [3]. This 

milestone boosted the number of investigations, thus 

accelerating maturity of this field [3]. Apart from the inherent 

features of MPC (e.g., simplicity, fast dynamic response, or 

control flexibility), different works have shown that it is also 

possible to enhance the current quality [4]-[11], the 

fault-tolerant capability [12]-[14] or the efficiency [15]-[16]. 

The discrete nature of MPC has also allowed a smart selection 

of the control actions to avoid the so-called average deception 

[3]. In parallel, in the field of EDs some innovative operation 

modes have also been developed, as natural fault tolerance 

[17], a special braking mode [18], the series connection of 

voltage source converters (VSCs) [19] and the use in electric 

vehicles charging [20], to name a few options. 

In spite of the numerous manners to improve the 

performance of multiphase drives, only few works have 

addressed the limitation of MPC to eliminate steady-state 

errors, especially in the event of machine parameter detuning. 

This lack of research is noteworthy considering that it is 

well-known that MPC is sensitive to parameter 

detuning [21]-[23]. As it will be shown in the experimental 

results of this investigation, the performance of MPC is 

satisfactory with no perceptible offsets in the current/speed 

tracking when the parameters of the model match those of the 

real motor. Nevertheless, when the machine parameters are 

not correctly estimated or they vary during operation, the 

prediction of the model becomes inaccurate, and this can 

degrade the control performance significantly [22]. In this 

regard, [22] identified the variation in the values of the rotor 

resistance and the mutual inductance as the main influencing 

factor from the perspective of the current tracking. 

Furthermore, conventional MPC lacks an integral stage with 

the capability to correct errors that are accumulated in the 

past; hence the predictive approach is somewhat blind and 

cannot suppress steady-state errors [23]. Online detuning due 

to saturation, thermal or deep-bar effects is common during 

operation [24], hence the performance of MPC can be affected 

and eventually lead to offsets both in the current and speed 

tracking (see section IV for experimental details in this 

regard). 



 

Most of the research on MPC to correct steady-state errors 

is limited to three-phase drives [24]-[37]. In the literature, 

different approaches address the steady-state errors caused by 

parameter mismatch. For example, [26], [29] and [30] directly 

add an integral term. Although the prediction model is not 

affected, they unavoidably add some delays that may affect 

the control performance. A modified prediction is suggested in 

[25] to sum a pondered error term however this is requiring an

additional tuning process. Similarly, [26] also varies the

predictions including a new term related to the q-current,

assuming that there is no error in the stator resistance.

A different approach is attempted in [27] to eliminate the

parameter mismatch disturbances in three-phase systems using

a modified MPC with a current update mechanism. However,

the proposed assumption provoked inaccuracies in the

estimated parameters, particularly, in high-speed regions. In

[32] a new term, tunable using a weighting factor, is added to

the cost function to compensate the current tracking error.

Therefore, the approach introduced in [32] requires an

adequate weighting factor adjusting process. Also using a

cost-function-based approach, in [33] an integral term is

included in the cost function decreasing the steady-state errors

under parameter mismatches. Conversely, this additional term

worsen the dynamic response and increases the algorithm

computational burden. On the other hand, an observer is used

in [28], suggesting a somewhat complex three-step algorithm

that considers the observed perturbations. The approach in

[29] is to observe the machine inductances, neglecting the

variation of the resistances (as in [26]). Based on this observer

approach, other works, using Luenberger observer [34] or

sliding-mode observer [35], predict future values of stator

currents and track system disturbance caused by parameter

mismatch in real time. Also, in [36]-[37], a feed-forward

observer based approach is implemented to deal with lumped

disturbances in the three-phase systems. Inevitably, these

observer-based methods are accompanied by an inherent

complexity and higher computational time.

Regarding the improvement of MPC robustness, different 

modern techniques have also been designed for that purpose. 

For instance, the important advances in the field of artificial 

neural networks have also been employed to improve the 

robustness of model predictive schemes. In this regard, [38] 

implemented an artificial neural network approach to estimate 

the weighting factors of a MPC scheme, obtaining a certain 

enhancement of the current tracking. However, the proposed 

technique is based on the usage of additional sensors. The 

advantages of artificial neural networks for three-phase 

systems were also validated in [39]. In this case the neural 

network was trained to replace the predictive model in the 

control scheme. Nevertheless, an observer dependent on 

machine parameters was employed to improve the robustness 

of the system. A recent trend in the field of electric drives 

from the perspective of the robustness is the development of 

model-free predictive schemes [40]-[42]. In fact, [40],[42] 

have designed different observers to improve the tracking of 

the reference variables when a certain parameter mismatch 

event appears in the system. However, regardless of the 

analyzed solution, the cost to be paid is a more complex 

system and in the case of [41] the mandatory usage of extra 

sensors. On the other hand, at this moment, the advantages of 

model-free predictive schemes have only been tested in three-

phase systems. 

Some attempts to enhance the current tracking in 

multiphase drives under parameter mismatch can be found 

in different works [43]-[48]. In [43] the use of an observer is 

suggested to modify the model parameters, improving the 

control robustness and minimizing the current harmonics in a 

six-phase drive. The method is however rather complex and 

requires tuning of the parameters of the additional observer. 

Furthermore, the method requires to be reformulated for 

different multiphase machines and cannot be used universally. 

In [44], a finite control set model predictive control 

(FCS-MPC), implemented in a five-phase ED, includes a 

discrete-time disturbance observer to enhance the robustness 

against the parameter mismatch. The parameter mismatches 

are provided by the difference between predictive errors and 

are included in the extended state observer. This observer is 

implemented with a pole placement technique, and it is 

required a slow time-varying parameter to reduce the 

complexity. Furthermore, following the extended assumption 

in three-phase systems (e.g., [26] or [29]), [44] neglects the 

variation of stator resistance as a perturbation source. The 

negligible importance of the stator resistance variation is also 

assumed in [45]; thus, pointing to the stator inductance being 

responsible for disturbances caused by the parameters 

mismatch. In [45] the use of an incremental prediction model 

and a discrete inductance compensation system is proposed to 

update the inductance value and to reduce the tracking errors. 

Despite the simplification, such online parameter 

identification method has high complexity and requires high 

performance controller. The approach in [46] is to include an 

auto-regressive term with exogenous variable (ARX) to make 

the drive more robust and accurate. The method is based on 

modifying the predictions using the past current values but, 

like [43], the modified version of MPC requires a tuning 

process to obtain the parameters of the ARX model. These 

parameters need to be tuned for the whole operating range, 

hence requiring a high number of tests to obtain parameters 

that perform well in different situations. In ideal case, the 

parameters of ARX should be variable depending on the 

operating point, but this would make the method even more 

complex. As in [43], the parameters of ARX in [46] should be 

estimated for each specific multiphase machine since they 

depend on the secondary x-y planes.  

The proposal in this work is to include a memory stage that 

considers the past values and to activate a compensation term 

whenever the parameter detuning is detected. The method is 

termed memory-based model predictive control (MB-MPC) 

because it provides MPC with information from the past to 

detect the parameter mismatch and to correct eventual 

steady-state errors. The suggested MB-MPC has some 

attractive features, including: i) it does not depend on the 

operating point, ii) it does not require any MPC parameter 

tuning to be implemented and iii) it is universal, in the sense 



 

that it can be used with no modifications in machines with any 

number phases, provided that the windings are distributed. 

Despite its simplicity, it can successfully correct the current 

offsets that appear under operation with machine parameter 

detuning. Furthermore, improved current tracking leads to an 

extended range of operation since the drive can reach target 

speeds that are not achievable with standard MPC. Finally, the 

universality of the proposal is verified using two different 

experimental rigs at different laboratories including six- and 

nine-phase machine. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews some 

general considerations of multiphase EDs. Section III 

illustrates the structure/performance of MPC, its dependence 

on the machine parameters and describes the proposal of this 

work. Section IV provides the experimental results that 

validate the suitable abilities of the proposed control solution. 

Finally, Section V summarizes the main conclusions obtained. 

II. GENERALITIES OF MULTIPHASE ELECTRIC DRIVES

As previously exposed, the proposed MB-MPC is 

characterized by a significant universality since it can be 

implemented in different EDs without remarkable 

modifications. In this paper the universality of the algorithm is 

confirmed by its application on two different multiphase 

drives. For this reason, this section describes the foundations 

of multiphase EDs using a generalized approach, where the 

selected n-phase motor is formed of m  three-phase windings.  

In both considered EDs, each three-phase winding of the 

asymmetrical induction machines (IM) is fed by a two-level 

(2L) three-phase VSC. Therefore, for the six-phase IM where 

2m= , two VSCs need to be employed (see Fig. 1). In the case 

of the nine-phase ED ( 3m= ), three VSCs are necessary to 

supply the IM, as shown in Fig. 1. The phase shift angle 

between the three-phase sets is /n =  for an asymmetrical 

winding layout. The stator windings are connected to form 

m isolated neutral points. 

Focusing on the VSC, the number of different switching 

states in each ED is 2
n

. Vector ijS describes the switching 

state behavior of each VSC leg. That is, if the upper switch of 

the leg is ON 1ijS = , and 0ijS = if the opposite occurs. 

Regardless of the considered ED, the stator phase voltages 

( ijv ) can be estimated using the available switching states 

( ijS ), as shown in (1), where the size of the matrix is n n . 
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Fig. 1. n -phase asymmetrical IM fed by multiple 2L three-phase VSCs. 

To avoid a complex n-dimensional mathematical study, the 

stator phase variables are typically expressed in diverse 

reference frames that facilitate the understanding and the 

regulation of the IM. One of the most employed reference 

frame transformations is the vector space decomposition 

(VSD) that maps the phase variables onto orthogonal 

subspaces expressed in a stationary reference frame [1]. For 

that purpose, it is a common trend in the field of EDs to make 

use of the amplitude-invariant Clarke transformation [23].  

In this work, the VSD transformation matrices have been 

obtained as described in [47], considering their asymmetrical 

arrangements. Using Clarke’s transformation, the switching 

states can be mapped onto all available orthogonal subspaces 

(see [11] for six-phase and [48] for nine-phase machine). 

Thus, in distributed-winding machines with negligible spatial 

harmonics, as in the case under study, the main subspace 

( ) −  is related to the flux/torque production, whereas the 

secondary subspaces ( )i ix y−  are solely responsible for 

additional stator copper losses. The number of secondary 

subspaces can be obtained as a function of the number of 

phases in the machine and the neutral point configuration. For 

instance, in the case of machines with isolated neutral points, 

the number of secondary subspaces is equal to 1m− . 

Additionally, zero-sequence components are also present in 

the electric machine, but these zero-sequence currents cannot 

flow when employing isolated neutral points. 

Focusing on control purposes, the ideal control action 

should achieve suitable flux/torque production with a reduced 

harmonic injection. However, analyzing the mapped vectors in 

[11] and [48], all active voltage vectors in the main plane also

provoke an inherent x y−  injection. Searching for control

actions (switching states) with an acceptable performance in 

the available subspaces, the role of large voltage vectors needs 

to be highlighted. They generate the highest voltage value in 

the  −  plane and a reduced contribution in the other 

subspaces [9], [48]. For this reason, these switching states 

have been selected as the active control actions in this work. 

In order to regulate the flux and torque production in a 

decoupled form, Park transformation is commonly employed 

in the field of electric drives. This rotational matrix can be 

applied for the different subspaces: 

cos( ) sin( )
[ ] ,

sin( ) cos( )
D
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where   is the rotor flux angle, di is the current related to the 

magnetic flux production and qi is responsible of the torque 

generation. 

III. MPC, PARAMETER DEPENDENCE AND MB-MPC

A. Standard MPC

The standard MPC is a non-linear regulation technique

characterized by the use of a machine model to carry out the 

current control, whereas the speed control is satisfied using a 

proportional-integral (PI) controller [9]. The model is formed 

by a set of discretized differential equations, which describe 

the performance of the machine, to predict the future currents. 

Forward Euler discretization technique [22] has been 

employed to model the IM behavior: 

1
ˆ[ | ] ([ ] ·[ ])·[ | ] ·[ ]·[ | ]k m k m kX I T A X T B U+ = + + , (3) 

where: 

1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ˆ ˆˆ[ | ] [ | , | , | , | ,..., | , | , | , | ],

m m

s s s s s s r r
k k k k k k k k kx y x yX î î î î î î    

− −+ + + + + + + + +=

1 1 1 1

ˆ ˆ[ | ] [ | , | , | , | ,..., | , | , | , | ]
m m

s s s s s s r r
k k k k k k k k kx y x yX i i i i i i    

− −
= , 

1 1 1 1
[ | ] [ | , | , | , | ,..., | , | ,0,0]

m m

s s s s s s
k k k k k k kx y x yU U U U U U U  − −
= , 

(4) 

where [ ]A  and [ ]B  are model matrices related to the machine 

parameters [23], [ ]I is the identity matrix and 
mT is the 

sampling period. 

In a second prediction step, equation (3) predicts the 

currents that would be generated, during the next sampling 

period, for each available switching state. Further, the 

predicted currents are evaluated in a predefined cost function. 

In this final stage, different control objectives can be included 

in a simpler manner. A popular cost function for multiphase 

ED is the following [3]: 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2... ,
m m m mx x y y x x y yJ e e k e k e k e k e  − − − −

= + + + + + +  (5) 

where: 
*

2 2( | | ),s s
k ke i î  + += − *

2 2( | | ),s s
k ke i î  + += −  

*
2 2( | | ),

i i i

s s
x k kx xe i î+ += − *

2 2( | | ),
i i i

s s
y k ky ye i î+ += −

(6) 

for [1, 1]i m − . In (5), xik and yik are weighting factors related 

to the control of the secondary subspaces. 

The switching state which provides the minimum cost 

function value is selected as the optimum control action, and it 

is applied to the VSC. An error in the prediction stage can lead 

to a sub-optimal selection of the switching state. This fact 

jeopardizes the performance of the regulation strategy. For 

that reason, it is crucial to increase the robustness of the 

control scheme versus possible parameter variations . 

B. Impact of a parameter mismatch on the prediction

process 

As introduced in the previous subsection, the MPC has a 

strong parameter dependence because the predictive currents 

are obtained using [ ]A and [ ]B . Consequently, the use of 

proper value of the electrical machine parameters is essential 

to ensure an adequate performance of MPC. Unfortunately, a 

parameter mismatch appears due to numerous factors, e.g., the 

inaccuracy of initial estimations or machine heating/saturation. 

Focusing on the prediction process of MPC, characterized 

by (3), two different sources of errors can be identified when a 

possible parameter mismatch appears. The first agent is the 

product [ ]·[ | ]kA X , whereas the second source is caused by 

operation [ ]·[ | ]kB U . Both terms generate an error in the 

prediction process when a parameter mismatch exists. 

However, they show a completely different contribution to the 

disturbance of the control technique. Moreover, the influence 

of the two terms in the estimation of the currents varies 

according to the analyzed prediction horizon.  

Regarding the first prediction step, the term [ ]·[ | ]kA X  

varies with the measured currents in the instant k , whereas 

the product [ ]·[ | ]kB U  depends on the control action applied in 

the last sampling period. Therefore, the control error made due 

to a parameter mismatch in this prediction step can be 

considered as a constant value for a given sampling period. 

Meanwhile a different scenario appears in the second 

estimation horizon. On the one hand, the error produced in the 

first term 1
ˆ[ ]·[ | ]kA X + is still the same for all the available

control actions since the vector 1
ˆ[ | ]kX + is the output of the

1k+ prediction step. However, this situation implies that in 

case of a prediction error in the first stage, it is inherited and

propagated to the 2k+  step. On the other hand, in the case of 

product [ ]·[ ]B U , the situation is significantly different 

because of its input is the contribution of each available 

switching state in each subspace. Considering the linear nature 

of the [ ]B  matrix, the error increases when the voltage 

production of the switching state augments in the main plane. 

In this regard, large voltage vectors with a higher contribution 

in the main subspace suffer the higher disturbance in this 

essential plane. In exchange, this second term, i.e.,[ ]·[ | ]kB U , 

does not imply any error in the prediction process for the null 

voltage vector. For this reason, the impact of a parameter 

mismatch is more profound when the operating point requires 

the usage of a higher percentage of active vectors. 

C. Designing a MB-MPC

In order to overcome the parameter mismatch error in the

standard MPC, this work proposes the use of a MB-MPC. The 

designed control solution is based on the reformulation of the 

discretized machine model including the prediction error and 

the usage of a memory stage to avoid false alarms. Fig. 2 

shows this regulation scheme applied to an n-phase machine. 

The prediction error can be estimated in a simple manner 

using the difference between the predicted currents of the 

main subspace, provided by the prediction stage in the last 

sampling period, and the measured currents of the electric 

machine: 

1| ( | | )s s

k k ki î   − = − ,

1| ( | | )s s

k k ki î   − = − .
(7) 

These components are selected since, in a distributed-winding 

machine, only these currents produce flux and torque [22]. In 

case of parameter mismatch, the measured current is not equal 

to the predicted current obtained by the predictive model from  
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Fig. 2. Proposed MB-MPC scheme for a n-phase IM drive. 

the previous control cycle. The difference between the 

expected/predicted current and the real/measured current 

implies a control error, causing, for instance, an inaccurate 

estimation of the rotor flux angle.  

To avoid control errors in the main plane, the proposed 

MB-MPC employs a reformulated discretized machine model 

to be employed in the first prediction step, including the 

difference between the measured and the predicted current in 

last control period: 

1
ˆ[ | ] ([ ] ·[ ])·[ | ] ·[ ]·[ | ] |k m k m k kX I T A X T B U+ = + + +    , (8) 

where: 

[ | ] | , | , 0, , 0
T

k k k   =    (9) 

Using this compensation technique, it is possible to surpass 

the prediction errors related to a parameter mismatch in a 

simpler manner. In addition, since the control scheme only 

acts over the currents mapped into the main subspace, the 

proposed control scheme is not dependent on the number of 

phases of the machine.  

Nevertheless, a difference between the predicted and 

measured currents can appear in certain operating conditions 

such as a transient situation. In these circumstances, it is 

unnecessary to compensate the error since the source of the 

offset is not an electrical parameter variation. Thus, it is 

necessary to implement a detection algorithm to avoid these 

false alarm situations. Considering the previous requirement, 

the designed MB-MPC includes a detection stage that 

memorizes the difference from (7) during a specific time 

interval. In this way, the algorithm only considers the 

prediction error when the following condition is satisfied: 

2 2
, , 1 , 1

1

1
· ( | | ) ( | | )

N

s s s s
i k i k i k k

i

i î i î
N

    − −

=

− + −  , (10) 

with   being the modulus of the prediction error on healthy 

situation and N  the number of control cycles recorded by the  

memory stage. Thanks to the use of this error detection stage 

the control performance is not jeopardized when the machine 

parameters are properly tuned or in a dynamic situation. 

Focusing on the tuning of  , the value of this parameter is 

preferably determined in heathy situation and in low/speed 

conditions. In this scenario, the null voltage vector is selected 

as the optimal control action in a notable ratio. Consequently, 

the difference between measured and predicted currents can be 

considered as the inherent control error of model predictive 

control: 

2 2
, , 1 , 1

1

1
· ( | | ) ( | | )

N

s s s s
i k i k i k k

i

i î i î
N

    − −

=

= − + − . (11) 

In summary, the nature of the solution is simple, consider 

the prediction error in the last sampling period and take it into 

account for the next prediction stage. Finally, thanks to the 

detection stage, the proposed MB-MPC only acts when a 

prediction error is detected. Therefore, the machine 

performance is not degraded in healthy or dynamic situations. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental testing of the proposed method is 

described in this section. For that purpose, three different 

scenarios have been defined on the two available EDs. Table I 

shows the parameters of the used EDs. The parameter 

mismatch event has been generated taking into account the 

conclusion of [22] about the importance of the different 

electrical parameter in the current tracking. For this reason, the 

values of the rotor resistance and the mutual inductance have 

been modified as shown in Table I. Test 1 is analyzing the 

ability of MB-MPC to maintain the current quality as of the 

conventional MPC when the model is not disturbed by the 

occurrence of a parameter mismatch. Nevertheless, parameter 

mismatches can eventually appear during the operation of an 

ED [22]. For that reason, Tests 2 and 3 illustrate the 

performance of the proposed MB-MPC when some 

disturbance in the parameter values occur. As it will be shown 

next, the simultaneous usage of both a memory stage and a 

compensation term has been confirmed as a suitable control 

solution to mitigate eventual steady-state errors.  

In addition, the performance of the proposed MB-MPC has 

also been validated in a transient scenario. In Test 4, a speed 

reversal has been carried out for the nine-phase electric drive 

when a parameter mismatch exists. Finally, in Test 5, the 

suitable abilities of the designed MB-MPC to mitigate the 

impact of parameter mismatch are again assessed. However, in 

this case the control scheme of [46] is established as the basis 

of the comparison. This control solution is based on the usage 

of an exogenous variable to compensate the disturbances 

created by the occurrence of a parameter mismatch event. 

The goodness of the proposed MB-MPC has been validated, 

as previously exposed, in two different test benches formed by 

multiple three-phase windings. In the case of the six-phase ED 

the control scheme is implemented in a DSP from Texas 

Instruments, model TMS320F28335, whereas for the 

nine-phase ED the real-time control system is a ds1006 of 

dSPACE. Therefore, the suitable performance of the proposed 

predictive algorithm can be confirmed regardless of the 

selected real-time control system or the number of phases. 

A. Control scheme performance in healthy situation

This first test permits evaluating the performance of the

developed MB-MPC in a healthy situation (no parameter 



 

TABLE I 
CONTROL AND N-PHASE ED PARAMETERS 

Parameter 

a) b) 

Healthy Non healthy 

6PH-IM 9PH-IM 6PH-IM 9PH-IM 

controlf (kHz) 10 10 10 10 

 (A) 0.35 0.45 0.35 0.5 

DCV (V) 300 300 300 300 

( )sR  4.20 5.3 4.20 5.3 

( )rR  3 2 1.5 1 

mL (mH) 280 520 560 1040 

lsL (mH) 4.5 24 4.5 24 

lrL (mH) 55.1 11 55.1 11 

mismatch). The memory stage allows the activation of the 

offset compensation term only during the steady-state error 

tracking. Thus, this solution shows a negligible impact on the 

phase currents when parameters are properly estimated, as 

shown in Fig. 3 and 4.  

Test 1a. Six-phase electric drive 

Left plots of Fig. 3 show the current regulation of the 

classical MPC, whereas right plots of Fig. 3 show the 

performance of the MB MPC for asymmetrical six-phase 

drive. As can be seen from Fig. 3a, the tracking of the main 

currents is suitable with both methods when the right values of 

the electrical parameters are used. Addressing the 

x y−  current regulation, the proposed strategy presents a 

similar behavior as the conventional MPC. Consequently, the 

harmonic content in phase currents is comparable for both 

regulation techniques. 

Test 1b. Nine-phase electric drive 

As in the Test 1a, left plots illustrate the performance of 

conventional MPC and right plots are for the proposed 

MB-MPC with nine-phase asymmetrical drive. The current 

tracking is suitable regardless of the analyzed subspace for 

both control schemes (Fig. 4a-c). In this case, the currents of 

the secondary subspaces show a lower ripple than in the 

six-phase case due to the higher value of the stator leakage 

inductance Lls (see Table Ia). Remember that the model of 

auxiliary x y− planes is composed of Rs in series with Lls [2]. 

For that reason, the phase currents of this ED are characterized 

by a lower harmonic distortion when compared with analyzed 

six-phase drive, see Fig. 4d.  

B. Control scheme performance in parameter mismatch

The aim of this second test is to illustrate the ability of the

proposed method to compensate steady-state errors caused by 

mismatches in the prediction process due to a parameter 

variation. For that purpose, the values of the mutual 

inductance and the rotor resistance used in the prediction 

model are varied to include a disturbance in the predictive 

model. Table Ib shows the selected values of these parameters 

in Tests 2 and 3. 

It is important to highlight that in this second test, the 

current tracking error does not present an impact on the speed 

regulation. Nevertheless, the speed tracking worsens when a 

higher number of active voltage vectors is selected as the 

optimal control actions because a high prediction error 

appears. As exposed in Section III, the prediction error is 

directly related to the amplitude of the selected voltage vector.  

Test 2a. Six-phase electric drive 

In this case, left plots of Fig. 5 are focused on MPC and 

right plots are devoted to MB-MPC. This scenario, with speed 

reference set to 500 rpm, lack of a memory stage and a 

compensation term, in the case of conventional MPC, leads to 

the appearance of a steady-state error in the tracking of the 

 −  currents, as shown in the left plot of Fig. 5b. 

Fortunately, this undesired situation is satisfactorily solved 

with the proposed MB-MPC (see Fig. 5b), where the offset is 

eliminated. Concerning the secondary planes components 

regulation, a similar performance is obtained for both control 

methods (Fig. 5c). Focusing on phase currents, no significant 

differences appear between the considered MPC methods. 

Test 2b. Nine-phase electric drive 

Test 2b illustrates the performance of the proposed scheme 

in the nine-phase ED for the parameter conditions shown in 

Table Ib. Left plots of Fig. 6 show the behavior of standard 

MPC, whereas right plots are for MB-MPC. At this operating 

point, both control methods can provide a suitable speed 

regulation (Fig. 6a), although a disturbance caused by the 

parameter mismatch can be seen. The situation is completely 

different from the perspective of current control, since a 

significant offset appears in the regulated currents in the main 

subspace, when the conventional MPC scheme is employed 

(see Fig. 6b-left). This undesired scenario is solved if the 

MB-MPC solution is implemented, as shown in Fig. 6b. In this 

case, the tracking of the main currents is satisfactorily carried 

out without jeopardizing the current quality (Fig. 6e). The 

minimization of the secondary currents is also suitable when 

the compensation term is on, see Fig. 6c and 6d. 

C. Effects of no compensation under parameter mismatch

The disturbance generated by an erroneous electrical

parameter estimation is directly dependent on the operating 

point and consequently its impact is more critical when a high 

output voltage is required. This third test aims to illustrate the 

benefits of the proposed scheme to overcome scenarios where 

the regulation of the speed cannot be ensured by standard 

MPC due to disturbance caused in the prediction process. This 

scenario has been generated using the electrical parameters of 

Table Ib.  

Test 3a. Six-phase electric drive 

In Test 3, the reference speed is set to 600 rpm to generate a 

more restrictive operating condition. Due to the erroneous 

current prediction, the speed regulation cannot be achieved 

using standard MPC, as shown in the left plot of Fig. 7a. 

Fortunately, in the proposed MB-MPC (right plots of Fig. 7), 

the control of the mechanical speed is successfully achieved 

because the proposed compensation term permits avoiding the 

appearance of any offset in the main plane currents (Fig. 7b). 

Therefore, the usage of the developed MB-MPC also allows 

the increase of the operating speed range when some 

disturbances appear in the values of the  electrical  parameters.  



 

a) 

b) 

c) 

Fig. 3. Test 1a. Healthy situation for the considered six-phase ED using the standard MPC (left) and the proposed MB-MPC (right). From top to bottom: 

a) −  currents, b) 
1 1x y−  currents and c) phase currents of the first winding. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Fig. 4. Test 1b. Healthy situation for the considered nine-phase ED using the standard MPC (left) and the proposed MB-MPC (rigth). From top to bottom: 

a) −  currents, b) 
1 1x y−  currents, c) 

2 2x y− currents and d) phase currents of the first winding.

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Fig. 5. Test 2a. Parameter mismatch situation for the considered six-phase ED using the standard MPC (left) and the proposed MB-MPC (rigth). From top to 

bottom: a) mechanical speed b)  −  currents, c) 
1 1x y− currents and d) phase currents of the first winding. 



 

Test 3b. Nine-phase electric drive 

Following the same trend of Test 3a, the reference speed is 

increased up to 1200 rpm for the nine-phase ED. Due to the 

universality of the proposed MB-MPC, the same algorithm 

from Test 3a is now applied to the nine-phase machine, and 

once again the speed reference is properly tracked (right plot 

of Fig. 8a). The situation is completely different for the 

conventional MPC, a higher steady-state error appears in the 

regulation of the main plane currents and, consequently, the 

reference speed cannot be reached in this Test 3b. 

Additionally in the nine-phase ED, the mitigation of the 

secondary planes current components is influenced by the 

disorder caused in the prediction process (see left plots of 

Fig. 8). In order to quantify the advantages of the proposed 

MB-MPC over conventional FCS-MPC some control indices 

have been calculated and added in Table II. These results 

show a significant improvement in term of speed regulation. 

In fact, using the developed MB-MPC the speed control error 

has decreased 98.83 % compared to the standard version of the 

FCS-MPC. Focusing on the current tracking, the Mean 

Squared Error (MSE) has been selected as control index. In

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Fig. 6. Test 2b. Parameter mismatch situation for the considered nine-phase ED using the standard MPC (left) and the proposed MB-MPC (rigth). From top to 

bottom: a) mechanical speed b)  −  currents, c) 
1 1x y− currents, d) 

2 2x y− currents and e) phase currents of the first winding. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Fig. 7. Test 3a. Parameter mismatch situation for the considered six-phase ED using the standard MPC (left) and the proposed MB-MPC (rigth). From top to 

bottom: a) mechanical speed b)  − currents, c) 
1 1x y− currents and d) phase currents of the first winding. 



 

TABLE II. 
 SPEED AND CURRENT CONTROL ERROR 

Variable error Standard FCS-MPC MB-MPC 

Lineal control error of
m 67.3926 rpm 0.7842 rpm 

Mean Squared error of  −  6.4458 A 0.7952 A 

this regard, the designed MB-MPC produces a reduction of 

87.7% of the MSE in comparison to conventional MPC. 

D. Dynamic scenario and parameter mismatch

Test 4 shows the response of the MB-MPC in the

nine-phase electric drive when a speed step from -800 rpm to 

800 rpm is set. To verify the error compensation of the 

proposed regulation technique, a variation in the parameters 

has been included. Specifically, the mutual inductance and the 

rotor resistance are modified according to Table I. As shown 

in Fig. 9, even in the presence of a parameter mismatch, the 

proposed MB-MPC successfully tracks the reference speed 

since there is no observable control error in the main currents. 

In terms of secondary currents, there is no effect in their 

control when a dynamic situation occurs (Figs. 9c and 9d). As 

it can be seen in Fig. 9, the compensation of the parameter 

mismatch is carried out without affecting the dynamic 

performance. 

E. Comparison with an autoregressive method

The goal of Test 5 is to illustrate the advantages of the

proposed MB-MPC in comparison with available control 

solutions that also focus on the robustness of model-based 

predictive strategies. Based on the mentioned purpose, the 

regulation approach developed in [46] has been selected as a 

basis of the comparison. Fig. 10 shows the results of both 

control techniques when they are implemented in the 

six-phase ED in a parameter mismatch scenario. As shown in 

Fig. 10, the designed MB-MPC provides a better tracking of 

the main currents, achieving in addition a lower ripple of the 

waveform of these components.  

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Fig. 9. Speed reversal test for the proposed control scheme MB-MPC. From top 

to bottom: a) mechanical speed, b)  − currents, c) 
1 1x y− currents, d) 

2 2x y− currents and e) phase current of the first winding. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Fig. 8. Test 3b. Parameter mismatch situation for the considered nine-phase ED using the standard MPC (left) and the proposed MB-MPC (rigth). From top to 

bottom: a) mechanical speed b) −  currents, c) 
1 1x y− currents, d) 

2 2x y− currents and e) phase currents of the first winding. 



 

a) 

b) 

Fig.10. Parameter mismatch situation for the considered six-phase electric drives using MPC including ARX disturbance estimator [46] (left column) and MB-MPC 

(rigth column). From top to bottom: a) mechanical speed and b)  − currents. 

V. CONCLUSIONS

Standard MPC cannot eliminate steady-state errors when 

machine parameter detuning exists. In fact, an offset between 

the reference and measured currents appears in the event of a 

parameter mismatch. Poor current tracking leads in turn to a 

reduced operating speed range, since the control is unable to 

follow the reference speed when high voltages are required. 

To overcome this limitation, this work proves that the 

inclusion of a compensation term in the proposed MB-MPC 

structure can successfully eliminate steady-state current errors. 

Moreover, the proposal provides a satisfactory speed tracking 

in operating points unreachable by standard MPC. Thus, the 

suggested MB-MPC simultaneously achieves a proper current 

and speed tracking with no visible offsets even at high-speed 

operating points. The memory stage that is included in the 

proposal allows activating the compensation term only when a 

parameter mismatch or a disturbance provoke a difference 

between the reference and measured currents, maintaining 

standard MPC otherwise. Furthermore, the compensation term 

that corrects the steady-state errors only affects the main 

subspace, hence the method is universal for any distributed-

winding multiphase machine. Experimental results on six- and 

nine-phase multiphase EDs confirm this statement and shows 

the capability of MB-MPC to achieve a correct current/speed 

tracking both in normal and detuned operation. 
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